254	THE TYPE-PROBLEM  IN POETRY
" Brahman made two worlds. Whon he had eotne into this
other world, ho pondered : * How r,a,n 1 niach again into tho
world ?' Twofold did he extend himself into this world> through
Form and through Name. t/wm twain (ire the two great ministers
of Brahman ; whosoever knowcth these, two great monsters oj ttrah-
man becometh like unto them ; these twain arc the two mighty aspects
of Brahman."
A little later "form" is explained as manas ("manas
Is form, for man knowcth through manas what this form
is"), and "name" is shown to be vac ("for through vac
man seizeth the name"),   Thus tho two "monsters" of
Brahman emerge as manas and vac, hence a.s two psychic
functions, with which Brahman can 'extend himself into
two worlds, clearly signifying the function of (relation.'
The form of things is 'conceived' or 'taken in' by intro-
verting through manas; names are  given  to things by
extraverting through vac.   Both are bound up with the
relations and adaptations or assimilations of things,    The
two monsters are also   evidently regarded   as personi-
fications;  an indication of this lies in their other title
" aspects **»yak$ha) since  yaksha   is   an   equivalent   of
daemon, or superhuman being    Psychologically, personi-
fication always signifies a relative independence (autonomy)
of the personified contents, /*& a relative splitting-off from
the psychic hierarchy,   A content of this kind  is not
obedient to voluntary reproduction, but either reproduces
itself spontaneously or in   some  similar way becomes
insulated from consciousness.1    For instance, when an
incompatibility exists  between the   ego and a certain
complex, such a cleavage is produced.   As is well known,
one frequently observes this dissociation between the ego
and the sexual complex*    But other complexes may also
become split-off, the power-complex, for instance, corre-
sponding with the sum of all those aspirations and ideas
which aim at the acquisition of personal power,
1 Ci Jung, Dementia Pracox (1907)

